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Abstract
Organizations implement and use frameworks to improve organizations competitiveness. Nowadays,
approximately 315 standards, guides, handbooks, and other prescriptive documents which were taken
as frameworks have been developed over time, adding in that way more instability for process quality,
norms and regulations. Taking into account that there is no single reference model that meets all
requirements that organizations need to satisfy, organizations currently demand the implementation
of practices of several frameworks as support to their needs. However, the assessment of different
frameworks implies an unreasonable effort because each framework defines its own scope, structure of
process entities, definitions, terminology quality systems and approach. Therefore, in this thesis abstract
we present the developed software assessment tool that uses an Enterprise Architecture platform called
EAMS to reduce the needed effort to perform assessments in multiframeworks environments.
Keywords: COBIT, Enterprise Architecture,ISO 22001, ISO 33052, Multiframework Environment
Assessments, Frameworks, Software tool.

multiframeworks assessments.

1. Introduction
Taking into account that there is no single framework that meets all requirements which organizations need to satisfy, organizations currently demand the implementation of practices of more than
one framework as support to their needs [1]. This
situation allows organizations to select and complement their processes from the frameworks which
better fit their contexts, e.g. if a framework like the
NIST Handbook [2], is not suitable, then an organization can decide to implement ISO 27002. To all
intents and purposes, the implementation of multimodel processes from shared goals reduces time and
excessive expenditures associated to the adoption of
multiple frameworks.
Thus, the integration of several frameworks, e.i,
ISO 9001 and CMM [3], CMMI and ITIL [4], CMMI
and ISO 12207 and so forth, has became the solution adopted by many organizations to address issues like costs, required human effort, time, human
failures and overlapping amongst frameworks.
Bearing in mind all these aspects above, we propose a solution that intends to solve these problems. The proposed solution is divided in two
phases: (i) mapping and integration of the different
frameworks in a Enterprise Architecture tool called
EAMS with collaboration of [Renato Lourinho] and
(ii) development of a software tool that will allows

1.1. Objectives
To achieve the expected results it is important to
identify, analyze and define the general objective.
Once defined, is refined in smaller objectives with a
more constricted but more precise scope. Nevertheless, we have defined the following general objective:
To develop a WEB tool to assess different
frameworks simultaneously. In that way organizations can reduce the resources needed
(time, effort, people) to assess multiframeworks
environments.
There are five partial objectives which must be
fulfilled and are listed below:
(i) Carry out an in-depth study in the structure
and composition of each framework as well the
existing software’s.
(ii) Define unique terminologies and structure,
which outline processes, base practices and
work products.
(iii) Mapping models such as COBIT 5 and
ISO 33052 into EAMS 1 , eliminating overlap
1 EAMS

1

is an innovative solution to keep architectural

through the determining the existing similarities [Renato Lourinho Master Thesis].

DSRM
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(iv) Validate all frameworks and metamodel within
EAMS [Renato Lourinho Master Thesis].

Problem
identification
and
motivation

Existing tools do not support simultaneously assessments using different frameworks.

(v) Choose the technologies for software developing and in-depth study the EAMS REST Services (GET, POST, PUT, DELETE).

Definition
of the objectives of a
solution

Develop a WEB tool to assess different reference models simultaneously. In that way organizations
can reduce the resources needed
(time, effort, people) to assess multi
references models environments.

Design and
development

A WEB Software Tool that uses an
Enterprise Architecture tool called
EAMS to assess multi reference
models.

Demonstration

The demonstration was performed
using the following models COBIT
5, ISO 33052 and ISO 270001 in an
organization with Enterprise Architecture implemented already

Evaluation

Usability Tests , Interviews and
Laboratory experiment [8].

1.2. Thesis Abstract Outline
The aim of this subsection is to describe how this
document is structured. In Section 2 the authors
present the research methodology used in this thesis abstract. Section 3 describes the research problems. In Section 4 the authors introduce the main
approaches and similar software tools that served
as inspiration for this research.
Section 5 describes this abstract proposal. In section 6 the authors present the demonstration of the
software tool, and the evaluation is presented in
Section 7. We finish this thesis abstract in Section 9
with the conclusions, contributions, limitations and
future work.
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2. Research Methodology
The Design Science Research Methodology
(DSRM) was the research methodology adopted
in this research. The DSRM is appropriate for
researches that seeks to extend the boundaries of
human and organizational capabilities by creating
new and innovative artifacts [6].
This methodology can also be applied to information technology in order to solve organizational
problems. DSRM differentiates from other research
paradigms because it attempts to develop and reach
artifacts that can be proven effective in real world
scenarios [7]. Peffers et al. [7] propose a process
model consisting of six iterative activities in a nominal sequence. Table 1 describes each of these activities and how each activity is addressed to this
research.

Table 1: DSRM activities’ descriptions. Adapted
from [6, 7, 8]

The key reason why organizations use these
frameworks is to ensure that they meet performance
and compliance requirements. It means that organizations should to continually improve Information
Technology(IT) performance with regard to its economic efficiency.
In order to undertake continual improvement activities many organizations perform process assessments. These assessments involve the systematic
measurement, analysis and reporting of the performance of core processes. The results are then used
to evaluate the capabilities of these processes and
drive process improvement activities.
In that way, continual improvement requires the
company’s positioning with regard to its IT capabilities and the quality of its goods and services. As a
rule, this positioning involves a comparison with the
company’s goals, external requirements (e.g. customer demands, laws or guidelines), or benchmarks.
For each aspect of the company’s IT under investigation, the questions arise what needs to be
measured, how, and what to compare it with, in order to assess the current situation of a company and
to assign it a specific quality or degree of maturity
[10].
Moreover, organizations struggle with the per-

3. Problem Statement
Approximately 315 standards, guides, handbooks,
and other prescriptive documents which were taken
as frameworks have been developed over time [9].
Taking into account that there is no single framework that meets all the requirements that organizations need to satisfy, organizations currently demand the implementation of practices of several
frameworks as support to their needs.
representations up-to-date with minimum effort. EAMS is
able to generate on-the-fly organization wide architectural
blueprints (models, maps or diagrams) based on information
gathered from catalogs and other information sources within
the organization.This allows managers, architects and technical leaders to explore and navigate over a full graphical
view of the organizations business, systems and infrastructure [5].
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solution. In that way, we intend to prove that the
existing software tools do not solve this thesis problem. Therefore, amongst all assessment tools reported, we will describe three of them based on following order: (i) Appraisal Assistant, (ii) Appraisal
Wizard and (iii) SPiCE-Lite. Table 2 shows the existing software tools.

ceived complexity and difficulty of adopting and
assessing several frameworks at the same time [9],
because each practice defines its own scope, definitions, terminologies and structure. Therefore, one
can argue that several of these Enterprise Governance of IT Frameworks overlap each other as one
which can be seen in Figure 1.

4.1. Appraisal Assistant
Appraisal Assistant is an stand-alone software
which supports assessment of organizational maturity and process capability. It closely follows
approaches consistent with the requirements of
ISO/IEC 15504 - Information technology: Process
assessment and the Assessment Requirements for
CMMI.
4.1.1

Tool description and Features

Unlike other existing tools, Appraisal Assistant
takes an explicitly evidence-driven approach to
recording the information generated in an assessment [13]. The evidences are arranged by instances
Figure 1: Overlapping amongst different frame- and collected using spreadsheets. The evidences can
works.
be imported from older projects using evidence registry.
At a time when organizations strive to be efficient
Appraisal Assistant provide innumerable features
and effective, it seems counter intuitive to be wast- and some of them are listed below:
ing resources by having different organizational de• Support for multiple process models which inpartments handling both approaches independently
cludes ISO/IEC 15504-5, ISO/IEC 15504-6,
[11].
SPICE, and CMMI staged/continuous repreIn that way, the thesis where this abstract has
sentation [13].
been created intends to facilitate the assessment
of different frameworks in order to avoid and help
• Support for user defined appraisal models [13].
stakeholders to reduce the effort needed to assess
several frameworks (COBIT, ITIL, ISO 27000 and
• Support for multiple methods including
so fourth) simultaneously. The authors intend to
SCAMPISM A (v.1.2) and B Class, and
achieve this goal by developing a Web based softgeneric ISO/IEC 15504 conformant assessware tool with EAMS as foundation in order to be
ment methods.
integrated with Enterprise Archicteture. So, with
• Support for user defined assessment methods
both integrated, is possible to transform a legacy of
[13].
fragmented applications, organizational structures
and processes (both manual and automated) into
an integrated environment with optimised processes
that are responsive to change and the delivery of
the business strategy [12]. The proposal, is a WEB
based software tool, developed with REST API 2
technology, composed by REST services and developed under EAMS WEB tool by remote invocations of services. Furthermore, the tool was developed to support multiple assessments simultaneously as long as the different structures are mapped
into EAMS allowing the stakeholders/assessors to
perform desired assessments using different frameworks at same time.

• Support for conversion of results from one
framework to another; i.e. expression of CMMI
Appraisal results as ISO 15504 standard process profiles,and definition of coverage of ISO
9001 requirements by CMMI or ISO 15504 assessments / appraisals [13].
• Facility to split and consolidate evidence capture activities within the team through the establishment of mini-teams [13].
• Automatic generation of a variety of reports, including Appraisal Disclosure Statement, PIID, Assessment Record, Appraisal
/ Assessment Findings, Strength / Weakness
summaries, Rating Profiles, and workload summaries [13].

4. Related Work
The aim of this section is to describe and compare
similar approaches that served as inspiration for the
3

• Conduct high quality appraisals using a variety
of methods.

• Automatic reporting of model coverage by collected evidence, to meet the requirements of
the SCAMPISM A v.1.2 method [13].

• Work with industry standard models such as
CMMI, ISO 9001, ITIL, P-CMM, eSCM, ISO
15288, DMM, and ISDs ISF.

4.2. Appraisal Wizard
Appraisal Wizard is a comprehensive solution to assist management and execution of planning, preparation, data collection and consolidation, reporting
of appraisals, audits, compliance and process checks
[14].
Its functionality helps businesses organize and
monitor compliance against frameworks and governance activities using any internal or external
model, method. Appraisal Wizard facilitates improved audit readiness, more effective planning, and
efficient preparation, on-site, and post-appraisal activities [14, 15].

• Reuse appraisal assets, evidence, or appraisal
results.

• Use the historical database to compare results
across business units or monitor progress over
time.
4.3. SPiCE-Lite
SPiCE-Lite is the self assessment tool for software
development organizations, projects management
and to evaluate and analyze the software development processes, quickly and efficiently. This tool
allows to perform an assessment and to determine
4.2.1 Description and Features
strengths and weaknesses concerning the way of developing software [17]. The correspondent process
Appraisal Wizard is characterized by variety of
model can be seen in Figure 3.
functionalities when compared to other existing
Furthmore, SPiCE-Lite is useful to rate the
tools [16]. Likewise Appraisal Assistant, the Apmost important process categories for software depraisal Wizard takes an explicitly evidence-driven
velopment within a group of organization (Selfapproach and below is demonstrated how they can
Assessment) or guided using the help of a consultant
be configured:
(Guided Self-Assessment) [17].
Documents Recorded in the database and then
connected to model elements or appraisal
records and act as supporting evidence of compliance when connected [15].
Appraisal records Recorded in the database and
usually connected to model elements to provide
information about model compliance, noncompliance, expected evidence, interview questions
to be asked, corrective actions needed and any
other type of information the user would care
to associate or record [15].

Figure 3: The SPiCE-Lite Process Model: [17].
Figure 2 shows documents logical of how they can
be connected to frameworks or appropriate part of
it. There are many available methods and opera- 4.3.1 Features
tions that can be used to created or updated docu- SPiCE-Lite poses various features and three soluments [15].
tions (Personal, Company and Corporate) and they
can be enabled according to the agreements between
the client and owner.
The Company and Corporate versions includes an
integrated software called SynEval which allows the
assessors to calculate ratings for two or more evaluation based on frequency distribution [17]. The
Corporate solution includes a software tool called
(a) Connected to the model (b) Directly connected to the SynEdit which is used to customize the SPiCE-Lite
element via an appraisal model element
assessment tool for individual needs [17].
record

4.4. Software Process Assessment Tools Comparison
There are several software process assessment tools
reported in current research, and Gazel et al. provide a list of these tools [18]. For this research, we

Figure 2: Evidences collection structure.
With Appraisal Wizard, audits and practitioners
can perform following actions [15]:
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described three of them, providing existing similarities as well as differences.
Reviewing the latest versions of each tool, we
compared their attributes in Table 2 based on: assessment method supported, type of the application
(stand-alone or web-based), and support for selfassessment.

not looking for this kind of software, i.e, software’s
which support singular framework but, they need
an unique software which is capable to support any
framework.
The software integrity, overlapping amongst
frameworks and others issues are extended to the
rest of the tools reported in this research, except
to the Hprocess Tool which define an ontology
Stand- Support amongst frameworks without identify existing relafor
alone
tions, similarities or differences amongst processes,
selfor
bases practices and work products. This tool brings
assessm. a new insight into this industry by defining a unique
Webbased
ontology for these frameworks and terminologies.
StandNo
Nevertheless, all of these tools poses static strucalone
ture and they have been developed and addressed
StandYes
specifically to certain frameworks which make all of
alone
them cumbersome for integrated environment.
Our solution has advantages over all others tools
StandYes
reported in this section in two important aspects.
alone
(I) Assess several frameworks simultaneously and
WebYes
(II) by having Enterprise Architecture as foundabased
tions [12].

Name

Assessment
method
supported

Appraisal Assistant [13]

SCAMPI,
SPICE

Appraisal
Wizard [14]

SCAMPI,
SCE,
CPA
IPI

SPiCE-Lite
Tool [17]

ISO/IEC
15504

COBIT
5
SelfAssessment
Tool [19]

COBIT
PAM

HProcess [20]

Models,
Methodologies
and
Standards

Webbased

Yes

CMMiPal
v1.0 [21]

Closer
SCAMPI

Standalone

No

CMM-Quest
v1.3 [22]

ISO/IEC
15504

Standalone

Yes

SPICE
[23]

ISO/IEC
15504

Standalone

Yes

Not
ble

Standalone

No

1-2-1

Model Wizard
[24]

-

to

applica-

5. Research Proposal
This section describe the proposed solution stated
and detailed in Section 3. However, was used the
Unified Modeling Languages - UML notation to describe all required artifacts in both phases (design
and implementation). Furthermore, is included and
demonstrated, the proposed low fidelity prototypes
(sketches) and high fidelity prototypes (interfaces).
5.1. Design and Implementation
This section presents in detail the Design and Implementation phases proposed in the DSRM. The
business processes description is done in the analysis phase which usually includes models and diagrams as stated in the Rational Unified Process
development methodology [26]. The proposed solution comprises the following Use Cases: Create Assessment, Delete Assessment, Update Assessment,
Validate Assessment, Create Account, Delete Account, Check Account, Update Account, Recover
Password, Login and Logout. Due to the number
of existing Use Cases and the complexity we will
not describe all of them, i.e, only the main one
which corresponds to Create Assessment. Thus,
the business description is made by UML diagrams
and will comprise the following diagrams or models
Use Case, Domain, Activity, Sequence, Component,
Class and Deployment but for this thesis abstract
we will detail only Use Case and Class.

Table 2: List of Software Process Assessment Tools
based on different reference models, methodologies
and standards. Adapted from [25].

4.5. Critical Analysis
Three Software Process Assessment Tools were described in this section. So, the reported tools in
this section, were developed to evaluate and analyze software development processes, which means
that, there are able to measure the maturity level
achieved by assessed processes withing those organizations.
Considering the Appraisal Assistant and Appraisal Wizard. Both tools are quite similar (same
goals, interfaces and features) and although they
were designed for different contexts they share same
the purposes. The only difference between both is
concerning to the standards and supported methods
by each of them.
So, it should also be said that, organizations are

5.2. Use Case Model
The Use Case models are used to help identify user
roles, and usually are focused on user goals. Their
representation is based on in graphs, stereotypes
which present actors of system, workers, Use Cases
5

and relations. The Use Case model corresponds to
an external view of a system. Additionally, Use
Case models can be seen as high-level representation, i.e, their can be seen as a high-level of abstraction about the interactions amongst external
elements and system features. The graphical representation for our solution can be seen in Figure
4.

Figure 5: Different approaches and structures for
assessment model
considered, e.g, task definition, meeting scheduling,
list of requirements specifically the functional requirements and non-functional requirements.
Several interfaces were designed for high-fidelity
prototypes, but for this purpose we will present only
one of them which correspondent for assessment
creation and their relations due their importance.
Figure 6 presents the most important features of
proposed tool. In Figure 6 is possible to see the
relation amongst different processes and from different frameworks, a list of base practices and work
products. Inside each base practice, there are a list
of related work products and for each work product is possible to upload files at same time for all
related instances and for singular as well.

Figure 4: Use Case Model

5.3. Proposed Framework, their Structure and
Mapping
Before we start the development, we defined the
common terminologies, metamodel modeling and
their validation within the EAMS which allowed us
to know how the REST Service, i.e, POST, GET,
DELETE and PUT work. Additionally, we had to
validate the metamodel according the description of
EAMS Services provided by owner.
Figure 5 is a sample of how different models are
related to each other and how they are mapped.
As can be seen in Figure 5, each framework define own terminology, structure and so foth. For instance, it can be seen in figure below that the work
product name exist in COBIT and in ISO 33053 Figure 6: User Interface Prototype: Assessing inis named Related Information Items even having a terface
similar meaning.
6. Demonstration
The tool demonstration was based on in one of the
largest banks located in Portugal. The assessed process is DSS02 - Manage Service Requests and Incidents which belong the COBIT 5 framework and
that falls in the management for enterprise IT area
of COBIT 5 with the purpose of achieving increased
productivity and minimise disruptions through quick
resolution of user queries and incidents. However,
to demonstrate how the software tool is addressed

5.4. Proposal Description and Prototypes
The prototyping phase includes different activities which should be taken in consideration such
as brainstorming, low-fidelity interfaces design also
named sketches and high-fidelity interfaces design.
To all of these activities is also included two type of
meetings: formative and summative which was performed prior to the tool development and for some
reason during development process. However, before the development process start, many steps was
6

for environments which work with one or more
frameworks was added the following process COM08 Operational planning from ISO 33052.
Furthermore, the demonstration comprised two
phases, which in the first phase is showing how the
assessments are performed taking in account one
framework or without relations, i.e, when the selected processes belongs to the same framework or
if there are not available relations amongst the selected processes. In second phase is showing how
those assessments are performed when two or more
frameworks are related, i.e, if is there some relations
amongst the selected processes. Usually, this happen when the selected processes belongs to different
frameworks ( COBIT, ISO, ITIL and so on).
7. Evaluation
This section describe the obtained results during
the demonstration of the tool. Offermann. [8]
proposes three approaches for software evaluation,
(i) experty survey, (ii) Laboratory experiments and
(iii)Case Study / action research. In both approaches, it requires the hypothesis refining once
the solution reaches a stable state, i.e, defining
the general research hypothesis and the smaller hypotheses.
Prat at all [28] define a list of hierarchy of criteria for information system artifact evaluation.
Amongst all of them, the widely used [28] is
goal/efficacy which is characterized by following criteria: efficacy, efficacy, validity and generality.
However,the proposed methods to perform evaluation, will help us to collect the necessary evidences
to evaluate the proposed criteria and also to know if
the main objectives has been achieved or not. Table
3 show the tasks list to be evaluated and validate.

Task Names

Description

Task:1

Create Account

Task:2

Create Assessment

Task:4

Assessment details

Task:5

Edit Assessment

Task:6

Delete Assessment

Estimated execution
and number of clicks

time

Task:1

On average, users should spend less than
80 seconds to perform this task at the first
attempt and 60 seconds next times and
than less 2 clicks..

Task:2

On average, users should spend less than
45 seconds to perform this task with 1
click.

Task:3

On average, users should spend less than
5 minutes to perform this task at the first
attempt and 4 minutes next times than less
30 clicks.

Task:4

On average, users should spend less than 2
minutes to perform this task at the first attempt and 90 seconds next times and than
less 6 clicks.

Task:5

On average, users should spend less than
3 minutes to perform this task at the first
attempt and 2 minutes next times and with
15 clicks.

Task:6

On average, users should spend less than
15 seconds to perform this task with 3
clicks.

Table 4: Efficiency: Estimated execution time and
number of clicks
effectiveness is focused on numbers of errors and
task completion rate. So, likewise the efficiency, in
effectiveness we need to define the estimated number of errors for each task. Table 5 show these list
for each of task.

Login

Task:3

Task

Task

Estimated number of errors

Task:1

2

Task:2

1

Task:3

2

Task:4

1

Task:5

2

Task:6

0

Table 5: Effectiveness: Estimated number of errors

The satisfaction, validaty and generality metric
are based on System Usability Scale questions [29].
The system usability scale questions have 10 question related the user satisfaction where the final
7.1. Metrics and Estimation
This process will be centered in proposed criteria. users only must rank each question from 1 to 5
The efficiency define the needed time to complete based on how much they agree with the statement.
tasks as the number of clicks needed to perform The number 5 means that they agree completely
tasks, so in this point we will compare the obtained and 1 means that they disagree vehemently.
results after evaluation with our expectation. Table
This questionnaire will be provided to the final
4 illustrates the expected results after performing user after performing the indicated tasks. Table 7
each of task.
illustrates the system usability scale question list.
While the efficiency compare the needed time to Lets denote each system usability scale question in
complete tasks successful and number of clicks, the Q:n where n denote the question number. So, Table
Table 3: Task List
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6 illustrated the expected answers which based on
final results we will compare the achieved results
with expected.

8.1. Interpreting Results based on time
So, for Task:1, Task:2, Task:3, Task:4 and Task:5,
we conclude with 95% of confidence that the estimate goals was achieved successful since that the
medium time spent by the users is less than estimated times. Unfortunately we can not say the
same for Task:6. The estimated time is less than
medium time that users spent performing this task,
and beside that, the estimated time is not within
the obtained Xmin and Xmax values which means
the expected goal was not achieved as expected.

Q:1 Q:2 Q:3 Q:4 Q:5 Q:6 Q:7 Q:8 Q:9 Q:10
5

1

1

1

1

1

5

1

5

1

Table 6: Satisfaction: Estimated SUS answers

Question

Description

Q:1

I think that I would like to use this
system frequently

8.1.1

Q:2

I found the system unnecessarily
complex

Q:3

I thought the system was easy to
use

Q:4

I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able
to use this system

Q:5

I found the various functions in this
system were well integrated

Q:6

I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system

Q:7

I would imagine that most people
would learn to use this system very
quickly

Q:8

I found the system very cumbersome to use

Q:9

I felt very confident using the system

Q:10

I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system

Likewise, in previous analyses based on time, for
Task:1, Task:2, Task:3 and Task:4, we conclude
with 95% of confidence that the estimate goals was
achieved successful with medium number of clicks
less then than estimated number of clicks. For
Task:5 the defined goal was not successful achieved
but archived as well. The medium number of clicks
obtained is sixteen and the estimated number of
clicks is fifteen, but the obtained values of Xmin and
Xmax are 14,7 and 17.2. The value 15 is within
the range of minimum means and maximum and we
can say that, the fifteen value is acceptable and the
goal was achieved.
Unfortunately for Task: 6 the goal was not
achieved with confidence of 95%, since the estimated value is less than the medium number of
clicks made by the users to perform the task. It
means that some users made more clicks than expected.
8.1.2

Table 7: List of SUS Questions

Interpreting Results based on number
of clicks

Interpreting Results based on number
of errors

For Task:1, Task:2, Task:3, Task:4 and Task:5, with
95% of confidence we conclude that the goal was
achieved, since that the mean number of errors
8. Data Collection and Analyses
practiced by the users for these tasks are above than
In order to validated the obtained data has been
the obtained values and also above the Xmax valused a inferential statistics named Confidence Inues. The Task:6 once again it is not satisfied. The
terval, with following descriptive statistics values
estimated number of errors for Task: 6 is zero, but
Mean, Median and Standard Deviation. Once calmany errors were collected, which means that esticulated these values, for each task we compute the
mates fail for some reasons.
confidence interval, i.e, the minimums and maximums values. If the estimated value for each task
is within these confidence intervals mean that, our 8.1.3 Interpreting Results based on SUS
answers
hypotheses are not true. In other words, our estimation are false and there is a need to review certain The analysis of the results of these questionnaires
functionalities.
will be done differently from the previous one due to
To get the confidence interval, we have to consider the values of mean, standard deviation, the
probability to exceed the estimated time ( α = 0.05)
for the sample data and the level of confidence (in
this case will be 95% of confidence interval).

some reasons. The questions are ranked from 1 to 5,
which means that, based on the values obtained for
each question, we have to determine which average
values are closer to our expected value. So, the
values of the means will be rounded up in excesses or
8

in defects, where afterwards we verify which values
are more closer to the expected values defined.
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Question 1 : user satisfaction level is lower than
expected. We said with 95% of confidence
that users found the application little complex,
since that the expected value is larger than the
mean of user satisfaction level.
Questions 2, 5, 7, 8 and 10 : we consider that
our expectations are in agreement with the
users;
Question 3 : the complexity of manipulated information has made users feel cumbersome. As
can be seen the obtained values is closer to the
expected, but we can not say that we achieved
our goal successfully because is around 20% below to the expected.
Question 4 : in 95% of confidence, the user perspective is also not good, they considered that
application is complex and will require the support of a technical person.
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